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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of the project is to analyse the entire double wishbone suspension system for 

go-kart car, as it allows the engineer to carefully control the motion of the wheel throughout 
suspension travel. A 3d cad model of the double wishbone is prepared by using solid works (cad 

software) for analysing the system capable of handling go-kart car while maintaining the ride 
quality. The topic is focused on designing the above mentioned suspension system considering 
the dynamics of the vehicle along with minimizing the unspring mass. Go- (A-Arm) system 

formed from a material having elasticity. The position of the hard point is Kart is provided with 
a front suspension system assemblies for use with a vehicle include a double wishbone positioned 

with the help of Lotus Shark Software, by getting the hard points on it. A second analysis is of 
wishbone angle for the proper change in camber angle from 1 to 2 degree which can provide 
stability to vehicle and comfort to the driver. The use of front end suspension system is for better 

cornering during high speed which will lower the chances of rolling of the vehicle. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Suspension system is the term given to the system of springs, shock absorbers and linkages that 
connect a vehicle to its wheels. When a tire hits an obstruction, there is a reaction force and the 

suspension system tries to reduce this force. The size of this reaction force depends on the 
unsprung mass at each wheel assembly. In general, the larger the ratio of sprung weight to 

unsprung weight, the less the body and vehicle occupants are affected by bumps, dips, and other 
surface imperfections such as small bridges. A large sprung weight to Unsprang weight ratio can 
also impact vehicle control double wishbone suspension system consists of two lateral control 

arms (upper arm and lower arm) usually of unequal length along with a coil over spring and 
shock absorber. Approach was adopted for all the designing and analysing work. It has been seen 

that while riding a go kart, the driver basically faces the problem of stability of the steering 
system as the go kart is light in front end as compared with rear end. So because of the shocks 
driver loses his steering control and often get some serious injuries. We are using external 
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assembly of the upright which holds the wishbone and hub. The challenge of attaching 
suspension system to go kart is to exceed minimum amount of ride height. 
 
 

DESCRIPTION 
 
We are making the Go kart of front double wishbone suspension system that can provide the 

stability of the vehicle. In this system we are using the wishbone that is connected with the 
upright. In this system we are using the wishbone and using the ball Joint, upright, hub. This 

system can provide the many benefit that can use full for safe vehicle ride. In the turn some time 
our vehicle can loss their control on the high speed and rolling and driver get injuries. To 
overcome from these problems we are using the suspension system in our go kart. In this system 

wishbone angle for the proper change in camber angle from 1 to 2 degrees. That can provide the 
stability to the vehicle and comfort to the driver. 

 
SELECTION OF SUSPENSION 

The reason for using the suspension is to increase the clearance for the vehicle and if the 

clearance is increased the go-kart can be used on the normal roads apart from the racing tracks 
and also during turns if peak turning points are there the possibility of unbalancing of the go kart 

so to avoid this and to achieve good balancing we opted to use pushrod rod in front and the back 
side of the go-kart 
 

BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH 
 

This examination identifies with a vehicle suspension framework, and all the more especially to 
a vehicle suspension framework in which the suspension qualities of the front and suspension 

frameworks are made variable to empower control the directing normal for the vehicle. 
We have proposed a vehicle suspension framework in which the damping rates of the safeguards 
are independently controlled to change the suspension qualities of the front and back suspension 

frameworks to change the directing normal for the vehicle as indicated by the running state of the 
vehicle. For instance, when the vehicle is voyaging straight forward at a speed higher than a 

foreordained esteem, e.g., 80 km/h, the damping rate of the safeguards of the front suspension 
framework is expanded to set the suspension normal for the front suspension framework to a 
"hard". At the point when the vehicle at that point starts to move, after taking a bend, for 

example, the damping rate of the safeguards of the front suspension frameworks are controlled to 
set the suspension attributes of both the front suspension frameworks to the "hard" mode, along 

these lines upgrading the holding power of the front and back tries to keep the directing normal 
for the vehicle impartial. As is outstanding, an under steer propensity is favoured when the 
vehicle is running directly at a fast with a specific end goal to enhance running security, while a 

nonpartisan cow inclination is favoured when the vehicle is coming keeping in mind the end goal 
to balance out the running position amid cornering. Nonetheless, if the suspension qualities of 

the front suspension systems are set to the "hard" mode when the vehicle moves at a rapid, e.g., 
higher than 120 km/h, the impartial cow inclination comes to go about as the oversteer 
propensity as the vehicle speed increments so that even a slight outside aggravation can impact 

the directing framework, in this way bringing down the driving steadiness. Starting here of view, 
the vehicle suspension framework we proposed is exceptionally viable. 
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RESULTS 

The suspension system used is of old fashioned but it will definitely have an advantage on Go 
karts. It will increase the weight of go kart on front part which will prevent the lift of go kart at 

higher speeds. It will also provide the weight distribution between front and rear which usually is 
60 and 40 or vice versa. The only concern is of minimum increase in ride height and front track 
width which will overcome by properly selecting the length of wishbone and the tyre size at the 

front. 
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